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Tonight’s Content
The Planning Application process: from when an applicant
approaches the Council to it being presented to Committee,
covering:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre application submissions
Application procedures
Decision making requirements
Approvals and Refusals
Appeals
A current perspective and a future view

Planning Applications within the planning system –
overview
NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY (‘NPPF’)
DEVELOPMENT PLAN
(Local Plans & Neighbourhood Plans )
(Regional Spatial Strategy, Structure Plans and Local Development
Framework)

DEVELOPMENT CONTROL (applications)

APPEALS (No third party right to appeal)

The planning application process
•

Pre application discussion (includes charges)(usually confidential)

•

Application leading to validation/registration procedures

•

‘Weekly list’, internet, consultation & publicity

•

Assessment : site inspection, consultees/neighbours

•

Decision:
– committee OR “delegated” decision (defined)
– SOS call in (occasionally) if required (a significant departure from the
development plan is involved; EA advice being overriden)

Planning Applications:
making decisions

THE “PLAN-LED” SYSTEM
If regard is to be had to the development plan for
the purpose of any determination to be made under
the Planning Acts the determination MUST be made
in accordance with the plan unless material
considerations indicate otherwise.”
“

Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (amended by
Section 38(6) of P & CP Act 2004)

What is the ‘Development Plan’
An adopted Local Plan and/or Neighbourhood Plan
• The Adopted Melton Local Plan 1999
• The Asfordby Neighbourhood Plan 2017
(following Referendum on 28/9/2017)
NB DOES NOT INCLUDE: Plans in progress: the ‘replacement’ Melton LP,
Neighbourhood Plans in Examination for Broughton and Dalby, Waltham,
Clawson Hose and Harby, Frisby etc.

What are ‘other material considerations’
POLICY
– National – includes NPPF and the advice it provides on assigning
weight (importance) to old Local Plans and emerging Plans)

– Emerging Local Plans (including emerging LP)
– Emerging Neighbourhood Plans (13)
FACTORS ON THE GROUND: appearance, design, safety etc
VIEWS OF CONSULTEES: expert advice should not be dismissed
unless there is good evidence to demonstrate why it is set
aside.
NB “Each case on its own merits””

Examples of ‘other material considerations’
MATERIAL

NOT MATERIAL

– layout, density

– history of applicant

– privacy

– loss of view

– daylight/ sunlight

– commercial competition

– access/traffic

– change from previous scheme

– local economy

– impact on property value

– design/ appearance

– restrictive covenants

– noise, smell

– ownership of land/right of access

– Landscape impact

– Issues covered by other legislation to
– cumulative impact
planning e.g licensing
– Planning history: Previous/similar decisions
– Rarely…. personal circumstances and human rights

Assigning ‘weight’: The law
The law has always made a clear distinction between whether something is a
MATERIAL CONSIDERATION and the WEIGHT it should be given.
“The former is a question of law. The latter is a question of planning judgement
which is entirely a matter for the decision maker.
Provided that the planning authority has regard to all material considerations, it is
at liberty (within the test of “reasonableness”) to give whatever weight the
planning authority thinks fit or no weight at all……”
Lord Hoffman: Tesco Stores Ltd v Secretary of State for the
Environment 1995
NB This also applies to the Secretary of State and Inspectors dealing with appeals

Decision making
•

must be justified by reasons (public opinion in itself is insufficient)

•

reasons must be valid in terms of planning law – based on planning grounds

•

must be based on assessment of the planning policy and material
considerations relevant to the case

•

may be subject to appeal; reasons MUST be defensible (supported by
evidence)

•

unreasonable or invalid refusals may result in cost awards against the Council;
but considered decisions properly defended will not, even if lost at appeal.

•

only one good reason is sufficient, but each one must stand up to scrutiny.

Appeals
• against a refusal
• against failure to make a decision
within allowed/agreed timetable
• against a condition on permission
• against an enforcement notice

Types of appeal
• written representations
• public hearings
• public inquiries
Each of these appeal types are subject to strict procedures, timetables and deadlines which
are set by the Planning Inspectorate and must be observed.

Costs at appeal
• Costs do not automatically cover the result:
one of the parties must seek an award at the
APPROPRIATE STAGE
• The other party
UNREASONABLY

must

have

behaved

• The unreasonable conduct must have caused
UNNECESSARY EXPENSE wasted or incurred

Costs awards

Decision making now…….
• S 38 (6) is the starting point……. ‘decisions must follow the Development
plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise’
• NPPF a material consideration of great significance (para 215 and 216)
• Para 14 provides framework for decisions: requires ‘harm’ and ‘benefits’
(as defined by NPPF – not necessarily our own aspirations) to be balanced
against one another to reach an overall conclusion.
“Permission should be granted unless any adverse impacts of doing so would
significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed
against the policies in this Framework”
• NPPF contains Policy on many issues

Decision making in the future….
• S 38 (6) is the starting point……. ‘decisions must follow the
Development plan unless material considerations indicate
otherwise’
• A Local Plan and suite of Neighbourhood Plans will
constitute the Development Plan
• They MUST be followed unless there is very strong reason
to depart
BUT (Warning):
• Planning is dynamic, things are always changing
• Gov. White Paper ‘Fixing our broken housing Market’
• A new NPPF

THANK YOU FOR LISTENING

Any Questions?

